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JU We may and do use, as a canoni-
cal domain of multiplicity Ή, C > Z) , a
concentric annular ring slit along
concentric circular arcs* Let the
boundary components of such a domain
p , laid on £ -plane, be

= 1 CL: 1*1= & C<0;C
L
 :

arg* £ θ +

and the interior and the exterior sides
of the slits C C 3 £ £ "O be

possibly on ζ and possessing multi-
valuedness due to periodicity moduli
with respect to the boundary components.
We have then, by the formula mentioned
above,

being a real constant.

We now assume that Ίf{.&(.z>') is of
bounded variation along (Ls . Then,
so is also the function (ζe C' )

r<? *

respectively. The total boundary of
p be denoted by

in fact,

c = z
-. i

c
;

Any function U (. %> *) regular harmo-
nic in the domain ΐ> and continuous
on the closed domain D -t C- is repre-
sented by Green's formula in the form

- ~~ I ι/(Ό-

$ ( S, x) being, as usual, 'Green
function (with variable ζ ) of D with
singularity at & , V

$
 and A, denot-

ing inward normal and arc-lengtn para-
meter at a boundary point ζ

If -we denote the equation of the
boundary C by sc- •=• ζ C &*) and the har-
monic measure of a part of C from a
fixed point to the point ζ (A) by

b) ί% ζ(*)) *
 then WΘ

 nave

ί

But, we use here an another aggrega-
tion, namely the one corresponding to
Herglotz type. Let φ(z,} be an
analytic function one-valued and regu-
lar in ]) and continuous on p -t C^ .
We denote by £ ($, %-) an analytic
function of fc whose real part coin-
cides with $-(*>, z>) I $($,%) being
uniquely determined except an additive
purely imaginary quantity depending

In this case, we may write the ex-
pression as in the Herglotz type which
states

Now, considering residue at point
9 we have particularly

And hence

where

Trie last equation shows that an addi-
tive purely imaginary constant L& con-
tained in the general representation
vanishes out for the particular func-
tion

tion
In

Consider now an analytic func-
f CZ) one -valued and regμlar
and piecewise regular on J> + C *



The boundary points, finite in number,
where the regularity of -f (Z) is bro-
ken down* be

z.

The existence of limits of f<%>) from
both sides along C> will be assumed
at each of such points.

We assume further that f(z) vanishes
nowhere on J) + C except at these
exceptional points z ̂-u . The image
of D by mapping vf — fW then pos-
sesses, on Riemann surface, a piecewise
analytic boundary and the function £(%-)
can be prolonged analytically over
every boundary arc containing no ex-
ceptional point o Denoting generally
by 'ζ any exceptional point, then the
image -curve of C possesses at -f ('$}
an angular point. Denoting by oίτc the
exterior angle at such an angular point
with respect to the image-domain, the
Jump of zxg f 'cz.) at "ς along £
is given by

•*££•>-< "*•
''ζj, being infinitely adjacent points
at both sides of ̂

The image -curve of C will moreover
have angular points, in general , also
at the image -points of end-points of
the slits. If f'ffc) is regular at
such an end-point ft and doβd not va-
nish there, then the exterior angle of
the image -curve at j-(f°) is 0 and the
Jump of &κg £-'(z) there vanishes out

0

But, If f° coincides with an excep-
tional point % for which the image -
curve possesses an angular point with
exterior angle oiTL-

 f
 then the Jump of

arg -f'c&ϊ there becomes oLπ, since
arσ &Z, Ĵ sφs there by -7C .

Let ζ be an exceptional point
coinciding with none of end-points of
the slits and the corresponding angle
oCTC be different from ZTC

 β
 Then

In the following, we suppose none
of exceptional points coincide with
any one of end-points of the slits, i.
β., % Φ /o . But, if it happens '$ = J»
the only modification must be made,
according to the fact stated Just abo-
ve, that o4 has to be replaced by
oC/fe+1.

Now, the function defined by

is evidently one-valued and regular
throughout D + C- , Hence, it is
expressible In the form

C being a real constant and P
being a real function of φ~a.zjr
given by *

 6

P <
J

The linear function z/(z-
 z
jf*)

behaves regularly everywhere except
only at a simple pole Z;» and its
real part is identically equal to 1/2
along C- . It will be easily seen
that a representation of the same type
as given above for Φ (z.) holds good
also for such a function.

α)
 Hence,

we obtain the following representation
formula with respect to

— f C ζ J)
f
 3. s^ regular

at a vicinity of £ and has ^ as a
simple pole| namely, -the function
jW-fC'ζ) is uniformised by a local
parameter ( z - Ό

 A
~"* . Therefore,

fί"*) — f C
/
ζ ) * as a function of

d % -
 /
^)^~

eA

 9
 possesses a simple

pole at '$ * In case ̂  = JL , in-
stead of c *. -

 x
ς )A-

βt

 f
 Ig-rx ~ ̂ )

may be taken as a local uniform!zing
parameter*, In any case, the function

is regular and non-vanishing around
x
$ , If an exceptional point

 x
ζ coin-

cides with an end-point /> of a slit,
then the power 2 — <* in local parameter
has tc be replaced by (2—oc)/2

0

being a real constant and 'w.
1
 =

On the other hand, we have seen that,
for particular case •§•'(%.) -ss. %- , the
corresponding representation reduces to

L -

an additive constant vanishing out.
Hence, remembering that the relation

(ςf'(ζ) i
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is valid along C , we have

The real constant c* can be deter-
mined as follows. For any fixed po-
int 2., in J) , we put

This function has a periodicity modulus
around each boundary component Ĉ
Hence, if, introducing the uniformizlng
parameter Iσ z,

 9
 we put

o

n c iξt, o = L (*; O

then the difference

M.(lrZ+iπi, ζ)- ΛlCJ^Z, O

remains constant, for fixed ς , along
each Cj. t i β

v
 Z is contained in

this expression only apparently. Hence ,
we may put

M

1
 Γ ( (= / /m (

AlC-iϊ ^1TΛ
^ </

which, by integration, yields a re-
presentation for fCx) itself

 O

ri;

3. As an application of the above
general formula, we consider here the
case where w— f C

1
^) maps the basic

domain D onto a domain bounded by
m^ rectilinear polygons. Then, the
exceptional points '$ are the points
corresponding to vertices of the image-
curve of C, ana £*g <*-f becomes a step
function Caving jump with hlght (<£-i)iζ

at each ^ . Hence, the general for-
mula reduces here to a simple form with
out integration sign which states

I -f

-i~~

c* being given by

The successive integration yields then

Integrating the above obtained ex-
pression for f"fz) /f'fzj with respect
to Z , we get

Ai being an integration constant,
and.

Now, f'C'Z') being one-valued, the left-
hand member of the last relation in-
creases by an Integral multiple of 27t̂
for substitution lg z, i lg z, + *~

r
κ- ί- .

Accordingly, the real part of this in-
crease calculated from the right-hand
member must vanish. Hence we get

•ru />

= Σ, ̂  J 'RAl
=i i C. J

which Is the relation determining C*
Since, In particular case fΎos ̂

 9

the corresponding constant oecomes Q
we may write also

c* - Γϊ. ζ - j[ Kί

A and A denoting integration Con-
stants which depend only on position
and magnitude of the polygonal ir iαgs
domain* The last fornula may bo ^e-
garded as a generalization of Schwarz--
Christof fel's one for simply-ccrjuect ed
case and of a formula for doubly -con-
nected case previously given by the
present author

 β

(3)/

The constant C* having been deter-
mined, we obtain the desired represen-
tation formula
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